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The AP Digital Portfolio Updates Digital Presentation Process for the AP Digital Portfolio has been updated. Students must now enter their responses to written response requests directly into the digital portfolio, rather than using the template. Watch the recorded webinar. Creating the Deep Dive Performance Challenge Task has been
updated for the 2020 school year. To help you manage this task, this web inar will help you get out of the task of referral, guidelines for administration and scoring. Visit the webcast live on October 6 at 6:00 ET to learn more. 2021 Exam Information AP Exams will cover the full content of each course, giving students the opportunity to get
college credit and placement. Given the uncertainty of the 2020-21 school year, some students may feel unsure of passing the AP exams in May. So students feel comfortable registering by the fall deadline, this year there will be no fees what it is if the student decides not to test or cancel their exams. Each AP student should keep their
options open by registering for the exam on time because there will still be a $40 fee for late orders. View the latest test information. AP Computer Science Principles Updates for the 2020-21 For the 2020-21 school year we have made updates for the AP CSP course and exam to improve the course experience and better align AP CSP
college entrance courses on the subject. You can use the new course and exam description starting in the fall of 2020 to guide your instructions. Order a course and exam description of the binder today. Check out the recorded webinar for information about course changes and exams. Support for the 2020-21 Instruction with AP Class
Design with A. Educators, AP class will help you provide students with daily practice and personalized feedback throughout the year. Enter to access your bank of questions and thematic issues. Students can also access the AP digital portfolio through the AP class. Watch the recorded webinar for information about the AP class and
resources. Enter the AP class If your school does not plan to offer AP CSP next year, talk to your counselors and teachers to advocate for the course. You can study on your own to take the AP CSP exam, but due to the nature of the course and the exam, we recommend if possible that you will find another school in your area or an online
program that enrolls you in your AP CSP course. You can complete the required course components by submitting the Create Performance task as a finale in the AP digital portfolio and passing the AP exam at the end of the course. You can see a list of recommended online course providers. If you plan to study on your own rather than
participate in the AP CSP course, we recommend take these measures. Confirm with the AP Coordinator at your school or participating AP school: Will the AP Coordinator provide you with all information and directions to enroll and present work in the AP digital portfolio? Will the AP Coordinator order and administer the exam with multiple
AP selection options? Browse the course page to see what you need to know to work well on the COURSE and the AP CSP exam. If possible, find a teacher who can guide you through the course. Choosing battles is one important thing, but preparing for a battle in a completely different area! The same applies to the principles of AP
Computer Science, where all the knowledge you have accumulated during the school year will pay off in one final assessment in May. So the resources you get information from is one of the main factors for you to get that excellent 5! Understanding the AP Exam Principles of Computer Science exam FIVEable when you have the right
resources. The exam includes three sections, with it Explore and create a task and end exam course. Tasks cost 40% of the exam score combined while the test is two hours and costs 60% of your score. Two performance tasks (Explore and Create) are due on Thursday, April 30, 2020, and the exam on the last day of the AP of the week
on Friday, May 15 in the morning. For Explore and Create tasks, you will be given 8 hours and 12 hours, respectively, in the classroom. Explore Performance Task is 16% of your exam score, and Create Performance Task is 24% of your exam score. More information on the two performance tasks is further explained in this paper from the
College Board (AP® Principles of Informatics: Review of Assessment and Performance Tasks) and in another blog post. Preparation Books Source:Amazon5️ Steps to 5: Herejoin More Students Create An Account at FiveableI personally used this book to study for tests throughout the course and for consideration for the big AP exam
in May. Reading this book for CONTENT REVIEW a few weeks before the exam was very helpful in learning what was needed for the exam. There is a good PSEUDOCODE GUIDE at the end of the book for the code that the College Board uses on the AP exam. Practice questions at the end of the units are very helpful in reviewing the
content you just learned! I wouldn't recommend this book for helping with the performance of tasks though. The practice exams in this book also don't SIMILAR enough to the types of questions on the AP exam. This prep book, regardless, remains my top recommendation as it is one of the only ones on the market. The book is a rather
subtle and not too heavy word in NICE STYLE TO READ. The book is currently less than $7.99 on Amazon. REA Crash Course: HereSource: TargetI recommends this prep book only for its sections on PERFORMANCE TASKS. Explore and create tasks sections in this book in about longer and deeper than the 5 steps to 5 section.
There is a NICE STRUCTURE in the task sections with Examples and AP Tips in each chapter with sections for each small written response in each Explore and create an overview of the tasks. There is a good practice test online on the REA portal where you can register your prep book. Its content review for the exam is lacking in
substance and practice questions. The book also does not include all the verified units on the AP exam, and it includes some additional information not in any of the units on the college board course and exam description.The book is ideal for its CHECKLISTS and STRUCTURED REVIEW for AP Computer Science Principles of
Performance Tasks. Currently less than $12.00 on Amazon. Khan Academy AP CSP Review Issues and Articles: HereKhan Academy Units Take You Can Earn Points on With a Game Quiz to help prepare for the AP CSP exam. There is AN ARTICLE FOR READ with PRACTICE QUESTIONS that are similar to the style questions on
the real AP exam. There are also online practices with coding samples in 4 DIFFERENT PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES that can be helpful in finding a platform to create productivity projects. Khan Academy is free with an account created to be able to use their practical tests. Cs50 Harvard Youtube Lectures Play: HereA Harvard
professor teaches LECTURE called CS 50, which is closely aligned with the AP CSP curriculum. Lectures on algorithms, data structures, computational thinking and information help highlight the content in the VISUAL LEARNERS video format. Lectures are very easy to watch and listen to and help prepare for the AP exam. They posted
on YouTube. codeHS AP CSP Exam Review playlist: HereA's teacher, Calvin Studebaker, has created a playlist on the coding training website to help review for the AP exam. These questions are very SIMILAR for those on the AP exam, so it was one of my best resources preparing for the exam. I've used all 30 ACTIVITIES including
print out a reference sheet in practice for some quizzes that need it. These AP Style quizzes are a very good review as each quiz has 5 questions that can be SELF-PACED. You can do all the quizzes in one day if it is the time you left before the exam or you can do 5 quizzes a week if you have 6 weeks before the exam. If you see this
message, it means that we are having trouble downloading external resources on our site. If you're behind a web filter, please make sure the domains no.kastatic.org and no.kasandbox.org unlocked. Updated on April 3, 2020, the College Board changed the AP Computer Science Exam Principles, and all other AP exams, in response to
violations caused by COVID-19. The 2020 AP CSP exam will not include a regular exam at the end of the course and will extend the duration of the digital portfolio. major changes that you need to know to do well in the upcoming AP CSP exam. Will I get AP credit for modified modified CSP exam? Students who take the 2020 AP CSP
exam will be eligible for a college loan, according to the College Board: Colleges support this decision and are committed to ensuring that AP students get the credit they worked on this year to earn. For decades, colleges have taken a shortened ap exam for college credit when groups of students have experienced emergencies. As in
previous years, a student must receive a score of 3, 4 or 5 to be eligible for a college loan. Source: College Board How Long is the 2020 AP CSP exam? The AP CSP 2020 exam is omitted at the end of the year exam consisting of several variants of questions that took two hours in previous years. What is the format of the 2020 AP CSP
exam? There will be no questions with multiple answers, as in the past. Instead, the 2020 AP CSP score will be based on the student's assessment for two performance tasks - Explore the task and create a task - and the deadline for the digital student portfolio is extended to May 26, 23:59 (Eastern time). To complete the Explore task,
students must identify computational innovation, study its impact, and create a computational artifact representing computational innovation, and present it with a written response. To complete the Create task, students must create a computer program and submit it with a video and written response. Explore and create performance tasks
are performed by your schoolteacher. For directions of performance tasks, check here. And check here for scoring guidelines. What if I don't have Internet or work computer access? If you need access to the Internet or a work computer, seek help from the College Board. The College Board aims to make the 2020 AP CSP exam work for
all students: We recognize that the digital divide can prevent some low-income and rural students from participating. Working with partners, we will invest to ensure that these students have the tools and connectivity they need to view AP content online and pass the exam. What is the date and time of the 2020 AP CSP exam? There will
be no end to the AP CSP exam course for 2020. However, students must still perform their performance tasks and submit their digital files and written responses as the final to the College Board via the AP Digital Portfolio platform until May 26, 11:59 p.m. (Eastern time) to earn the AP score. To represent the direction, check here. Is the
College Board offering any free AP CSP exam review courses? The College Board aims to make free resources available to students during exam day. Live classes and recordings delivered by AP teachers from across the country are available on the AP YouTube channel. daily courses can be found here. What are the other options for
preparing for the 2020 AP CSP exam? If you don't have an AP CSP CSP the book already can't get it in time through Amazon, which recently confirmed that even Amazon Prime's supply of inconsequential goods can be delayed by a month, try eBay or other alternative sources. And don't worry if you have trouble getting your book
delivered early enough to help you with your preparation. There are online resources that you can use to help you prepare for the 2020 AP CSP exam. Khan Academy In partnership with the College Board, Khan Academy provides the official AP CSP course, which comes with free instruction videos, articles and hands-on exercises
created by current and former AP teachers. In addition, Khan Academy offers free exam skills and strategies. Fiveable In line with its mission to create an inclusive and social learning experience available to every student, Fiveable offers Cram Pass for AP CSP for just $35. This fee is further reduced when you buy more Cram Passes $50 for two AP exams and $60 for three AP exams. In addition, students receive a 10% discount with a special TUN coupon - just enter TUN10% as your coupon code at checkout. Fiveable also offers financial assistance to students who cannot afford a Cram Pass. Cram Pass includes 10 live lessons or cram sessions that are about an
hour old, but can sometimes be longer if there are additional questions from students, downloadable replays, and practice tips and feedback. Also, the night before the exam, Fiveable will host a live outdoor WA forum to help students prepare. Five cram teachers will adapt their sessions in line with the changes in the 2020 AP CSP exam.
Please note that as of the publication date of this article, Fiveable has not scheduled to cram sessions for the AP CSP exam as it is still looking for more students to sign up for the course. If you are interested, you can sign up and help tilt the course towards activation. You will get a refund if Fiveable is short of students signed up for April
3. According to Fiveable, 92% of students who use Fiveable to help them prepare for AP exams pass exams with 70% earning a 4 or higher score. If you are taking more than one AP exam in 2020, check here for details on other revised AP exams. Susan Chu is a writer and editor who likes to write about trends in higher education.
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